


Can people smell the difference between artificial and the 
natural fruits.

                                 PURPOSE

This project is being done because we were curious 
on if the artificial scents can smell like the natural 
scents. The results were interesting bc some of the 
subjects could tell which is artificial and other could 
not, but for the majority they got them correct.

                                  CUSTOMERS

This project can be for anyone who had the same curiosity 
or just wanting to know in general. The people who will 
benefit from this the most would be us because we were 
the ones who wanted to know the most and the other 
people that maybe wanted to know. This will involve me 
and my partner and the test subjects we experimented on 
just as well as anyone who reads this.

                   DESIRED END RESULTS 
Our goals for this project was to figure out if age can 
defect peoples smells but mainly to see if people can 
smell the difference of things and how. This project to us 
was a success because we were able to understand 
even a little bit on how people can tell the difference.
 

                     MEASURES OF SUCCESS
We are finished once we have accomplished everything on 
why we started this project to begin with. We can measure 
with a Data chart, we will be measuring which ones they got 
wrong and which one they got correct for each test subject.



  How does a nose smell?                                                                                                                                  

As an adult you can distinguish about 10,000 
different smells. 95% of your nasal cavity is 
used just to filter that air before it hits your lungs. 
At the very back of your nose is a region called 
the olfactory epithelium. The olfactory epithelium 
has a layer of olfactory receptor cells, like the 
taste buds of your nose. 40 million different 
olfactory receptor neurons to tell by different 
smells. Not everyone will smell the same. Just a 
little patch of skin is a key to everything you 
smell.

Your sense of smell can diminish, especially 
after age 70. This may be related to a loss of 
nerve endings and less mucus production in this 
nose. Mucus helps odors stay in the nose long 
enough to be detected by the nerve endings. It 
also helps clear odors from the nerve ending.

  Does age affect sense     
of smell?



                                     Observations 

                                          12-1-21 

The orange and lemon scent oils are the ones to burn 
through the plastic petri dishes e had for all of our 
scents. The other scents that were Flavoring/scents, they 
did not burn thru.

We think they burned because of the citric acid that 
would be used in the orange and lemon oils. On january 
7th, 2022 we looked back at the burned petri dishes and 
the Lemon one got worse then originally first looked at. 

We new that we could no longer use the plastic petri 
dishes so we got a thicker plastic container that can also 
hold things like a petri dish and used that for our Art. 
scents.

                                12-14-21

We tried to measure the weight of Art. liquid, but 
it did not come out as expected. Weighing it was 
a fail so we made it 6 drops. At 6 drops we can 
clearly smell the Art. scents and we know it will 
be enough.

We measured the weight of each Art. bottle.

Strawberry-20.4g  Orange- 20.0g        Blueberry- 
20.4g  Apple-21.1g  Lemon-19.8g



                  Orange                       Lemon 



                            Problems and Predictions 

Our problems during this experiment was that 
people kept thinking it was only one fruit 
because it possibly could’ve still lingered in 
there nose, but we did use different fruits during 
the experiment. Another problem was that we 
had to find different containers for our artificial 
scents because the citrus ones burned thru the 
original petri dish containers we were planning 
on using.

Our hypothesis is that our various ages of test 
subjects will tell us how easy or difficult it was to 
tell if the scent was real or artificial, within the 
time limit of 30 minutes. Also be able to tell 
which one is the natural scent. We think it will be 
easy for them to tell since the artificial scent is 
more strong then the natural.



                                       Procedure 

Step 1: Cut up the fruit that will be used at the moment then blend 
or mash the chunks of fruit into a chunky consistency, which 

should help the fruit scents come out better.

Step 2: Grab your natural labeled petri dish according to the fruit 
and add your mashed fruit into the petri dish assigned.

Step 3: Then grab your artificial scent container to the according 
scents that will be used.

Step 4: Now that you have that out, you can now grab your 
artificial scents and add 6 drops of liquid using the droppers and 

put that 6 drops into the labeled art. container.

Step 5: Get your test subject and blindfold them so then they can’t 
see the difference.

Step 6: Once the subject is blindfolded, set up the voice recorder 
so it can track what they said and so we can look back and write 

notes.

Step 7: Now that everything is set up we can now start the experiment.

Step 8: put either the Art. or Nat. scents up to the subject's nose so they 
can get a good smell then grab the other container of Art. or Nat. (Not 

the one they just smelt) and let them get a good sniff.

Step 9: After that you will ask the subject which one is the Art. after 
smelling them, the question would be like “Which one do you think is the 

Art. either A or B.” And at this time they should still be blindfolded and 
voice recorder on.

Step 10: Once they answer we will mark if they got it right or wrong and 
ask other questions to understand their answer more.

Step 11: After doing everything we will then proceed the same steps with 
different fruits and Art. scents with the same subject.

Step 12: We will then repeat steps 1 through 12 with different subjects.



                                           Data 
                             Test #1                                 Test #2 



                        Discussion and Interpretation
Age: Mid 40s 

Fruit#1: orange       A- natural  B- Artificial

The test subjects said that A had more citrus smell to it, both smelled very similar but there was a 
stronger citrus smell from A so A is the natural one.

Fruit#2: Apple       A- natural  B- artificial 

The test subjects said that it was difficult to express how they figured it out but they said that Bs 
scent was much stronger and As scent was subtle and that they could almost smell the moisture of 
A. so A is the Natural.

Fruit#3: Strawberry    A- natural  B- artificial  

The test subjects asked to re-smell these ones to come to their conclusion but in the end they said A 
was the natural because B didn’t really even smell like a fruit they said it almost smelled like a flower, 
they thought they were smelling Grapefruit but when told it was a strawberry they were shocked as it 
didn’t resemble a strawberry at all. When asked if B smelled more chemically then A the test subject 
said it didn’t smell like a real fruit so yes. That’s why they chose A as natural.

Fruit#4: Blueberry        A- Natural  B- Artificial

This was only fruit that the test subject got wrong they asked what the fruit was supposed to be they 
said said that B smelled the most accurate to blueberry and said A smelled like nothing so they chose 
B as the natural.

Fruit#5: Lemon          A- natural    B-artificial

This fruit was a difficult one to guess for the test subject because they said that A was the natural but 
B was really close, the reason they said A was the natural was because as they started they could 
almost smell the tartness of A.

Age: 26

Fruit#1: Orange      A- Artificial   B- Natural

The test subject stated that A was the natural scent because it had a sweeter hints 
than B and typically a fresh cut orange has a sweeter smell.

Fruit#2: Apple           A- Natural    B- Natural

The test subject stated that A was the natural scent because they said they could 
smell almost like when you leave an apple out after cutting it and it starts to turn 
brown and B smelled more chemicaly. 

Fruit#3: Strawberry   A- Natural   B- Artificial 

This test subject stated correctly that B was the natural scent because it smelled 
more fresh like if it had been cut, where as A smelled more chemicaly inclined. 

Fruit#4: Blueberry    A- Natural   B- Artificial 

Test subject stated that B was more natural, and the A was more artificial and almost 
smelled nonexistent. 

Fruit#5: Lemon    A- Artificial     B- Natural

The test  subject stated that A smelled more natural Because B just smelled more 
chemicaly were as A had a fresher smell to it.



                                            Data 
                            Test #3                      Test #4



                         Discussion and Interpretation
Age: Teenager 

Fruit#1: Strawberry      A- Natural  B- Artificial 

The test subject stated that B had a more fresh and sweeter smell than A 
and this test subject kept thinking that was orange.

Fruit#2: Orange   A- Natural  B- Artificial

The test subject stated that B is more natural to them because A smelled 
like nothing to them and B had a stronger scent to it.

Fruit#3: Blueberry    A- Artificial   B- Natural 

The test subjects stated that B is more natural because as they said A 
smelled like bath and body works and B smells like something in a garden.

Fruit#4: Lemon    A- Artificial   B- Natural 

Test  subject stated that A smelled like one of those oils that you put on 
your chest like an essential oil and B smells chemically.

Test#5:Apple     A- Natural     B- Artificial

Test subjects right away  figured out that B was definitely the artificial 
because as they said it smelled like a dirty toe.

Age: Teenager ( different teen though)

Fruit#1: Strawberry     A- Artificial  B- Natural 

Test subject states that B is the natural because B smells  fresh and 
sweet, A smells overwhelmingly sweet and B smells mild.

Fruit#2: Lemon       A- Natural   B- Artificial 

Test subject correctly states that A is the natural because A smells 
normal and fresh.

Fruit#3: Apple       A- Artificial  B- Natural 

The test subject states that B is the natural scent bc it smells taimer 
and more mild where as A smelled sweeter. 

Fruit#4: Blueberry   A- Artificial   B- Natural 

The test subject states that B has a more natural scent and A has a 
gross kind of smell and sweeter.

Fruit#5: Orange    A- Artificial  B- Natural 

Test subject stated that B is more natural because it smells less 
sweet and more tame then the pungent A.



                                           Data 

                    Test #5                      Test #6 



                        Discussion and Interpretation
Age- child

Fruit#1: Lemon           A- Natural    B- Artificial 

Test subject states that A was the natural scent because B kind of smelled 
like a peach to them so they chose A instead. 

Fruit#2: Orange     A- Artificial  B- Natural 

The test subject stated that B is the natural because it smells more fresher 
than the A but more the test subject did think this was a green apple and 
compared it to when you eat an apple.

Fruit#3: Apple    A- Artificial   B- Natural 

The test subjects stated that B was the natural because it smelled more 
fresh and A smelled almost like a blueberry.

Fruit#4: Strawberry   A- Natural   B- Artificial 

Tes subject stated that A was natural because hey could get more of the 
strawberryness out of it than B.

Fruit#5: Blueberry    A- Natural   B- Artificial 

The test subjects stated that A is the natural because they know what a 
blueberry smells like, lol.

Age: 33 

Fruit#1: Apple     A- Natural    B- Artificial

The test subject stated that A was the natural because B smelled fake and 
chemicaly and the A smelled more fresh.

Fruit#2: Orange    A- Artificial   B-Natural 

Tes subject stated that B was the  natural because is had less of a strong 
smell to it.

Fruit#3: Blueberry   A- Natural  B- Artificial

Test subject stated that A was the natural  because B’s smell more pungent 
than A and A smell is more subtle. 

Fruit#4: Strawberry   A- Natural  B- Artificial 

Test subjects states that B is more natural because it has a fresher smell 
than  A. B has a kind of gross smell to it .

Fruit#5: Lemon   A- Natural   B- Artificial 

The test subjects stated that A was the natural because it’s not so strong 
and typically natural tends to be less strong where as artificial is more of a 
slap in your face.
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